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Great green macaw4
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FACT! These macaws have a bare patch below their eyes that  
changes from white to red. They blush depending on their mood.

 

FACT! Their PARTIALLY WEBBED FEET are perfectly 
adapted for SWIMMING and also stop them sinking in mud.

 

FACT! They are one of the world’s BIGGEST frogs, 
sometimes weighing in at more than a KILOGRAM.

 

FACT! These lemurs move around by HOPPING 
sideways on their hind legs!

FACT! Pitcher plant (nepenthes) leaves act as a  
pitfall TRAP to catch PREY such as ants, flies and wasps.

FACT! An anteater can devour up to 
30,000 ANTS IN A DAY! 

FACT! As piglets they are born with STRIPES to help them blend 
in with their environment and protect them from PREDATORS.

FACT! They can safely JUMP downward from 9 METRES.

FACT! They have LARGE EARS to listen for predators, STRONG 
HIND LEGS and a SHORT THICK TAIL for BALANCE. 

FACT! Cassowary comes from a Papuan word meaning  
‘HORNED HEAD’ referring to the helmet-like feature  

on the top of their head called a CASQUE. 

Due to the arrival of our new baby aardvark DOBBY, this section is  
currently sealed. But don’t worry – one of our friendly zoo volunteers will  
be on hand with a live stream camera so you can still see our aardvarks!

FACT! Its closest living relative is actually the 
ELEPHANT, with which it shares several features!

Gaboon viper3

FACT! Gaboon vipers have the LONGEST fangs of any 
venomous snake – up to 2 INCHES IN LENGTH! 
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Leaf insect

What will you DISCOVER at the zoo? Follow the trail to  
find some of the more UNUSUAL species you may not have  

seen before! See if you can tick them all off the list...

DOWNLOAD OUR APP to help find your way around 

1 Great hornbill

1

FACT! Hornbills eat large amounts of FRUITS, BERRIES and  
FIGS, making them a great disperser of rainforest seeds.

2

FACT! These insects CAMOUFLAGE themselves  
as leaves so predators can’t spot them. 

 

Tick here
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